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CUSTOM INK TO OPEN ON PALMER SQUARE  
 

Online custom t-shirt and apparel leader picks Princeton for newest store 
 
Princeton, NJ, August 8, 2018 – Custom Ink, the online leader in custom apparel and 
accessories for groups and communities, will open its newest store at 39 Palmer Square West in 
late-summer 2018, offering shoppers in-person advice and design assistance for 
creating custom apparel, as well as the ability to see, touch, and compare products.  
 
“We are thrilled to welcome Custom Ink to Palmer Square and the Princeton community,” said 
Lori Rabon, Vice President of Palmer Square. “Their strong commitment to local businesses and 
non-profits combined with their massive online presence is the perfect experiential retailer to 
join the Palmer Square family. We look forward to watching their relationships flourish and 
working with them for years to come.” 
 
At Custom Ink’s Princeton location, local customers can meet one-on-one with a knowledgeable 
Custom Ink representative to create custom apparel or accessories for their group or event, 
including: 
 
- Discussing design ideas, artwork, and fonts with a Custom Ink team member.  
- Comparing product styles for color, sizing, and fit. 

- Exploring a curated selection of customizable options, including hats, bags, drinkware, 
office supplies and tech products. 

- Browsing brand names such as Under Armour, The North Face, Nike, adidas, Champion 
and Comfort Colors. 

- Starting a Custom Ink Fundraiser to raise money and awareness for their favorite charity 
or personal cause through the sale of custom t-shirts.  
 

“Custom Ink believes in the power of custom apparel to bring together communities, and 
Princeton has served as a powerful model for that philosophy,” said Bailey Rockwell Adrian, 
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Director of Licensing and Partnership Development for Custom Ink. “From student organizations 
to local clubs, churches, and families, thousands of members of the Princeton community have 
created and worn Custom Ink apparel, and we are delighted to build even closer relationships in 
Princeton by opening a local store here. At Custom Ink’s new Princeton location, customers will 
be able to meet with our team members to collaborate and create the perfect custom apparel 
for any group or occasion.” 
 
Since 2016 Custom Ink has been an official licensee of Princeton University and worked with 
many school groups and clubs including the Princeton University Press, Princeton University 
Society of Women Engineers, and Princeton University Orchestra. 
 
Appointments are recommended, but not required, for Custom Ink’s Palmer Square location. 
For more information and a full list of locations visit customink.com/stores. Custom Ink is hiring 
for its new location in Princeton. Open positions can be found at customink.com/jobs. 
 

About Custom Ink:  
Custom Ink is the leader in custom apparel and accessories for groups, events, and special 
occasions. They help group organizers bring their families, friends, teammates, and colleagues 
together with inspired designs they are proud to wear. Custom Ink makes the customization 
process fun and easy with innovative design tools, caring customer service, creative design 
inspiration and high-quality merchandise. They also offer Custom Ink Fundraising, a platform to 
raise money and awareness for charities and personal causes through the sale of custom t-
shirts. Their influencer-led custom apparel platform, Represent, helps actors, athletes, 
musicians, and thought leaders create and sell limited-run t-shirts and merchandise to their 
fans. Custom Ink is based in Fairfax, Virginia with other locations that include Charlottesville, 
Virginia; Reno, Nevada; Dallas, Texas; and Los Angeles, California. 
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Experience Palmer Square, more than great shopping! 
 
If you would like more information about this opening, please contact Jamie Volkert at 609-921-
2853 or email at jvolkert@palmersquare.com. 
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